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1995 NPT Review
and Extension
Conference:
Outcomes and implications
by Tessie Topol
"A Conference will be held in

25 years to decide whether the
Treaty shall continue in force
indefinitely,or shall be extended
for an additional fixed period
or periods. This decision will
be taken by a majority of the
parties to the Treaty."
- Article X.2 of the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty, 1970.

F

rom April 17-May 12,1995,
174 of the 178 states parties
to the Non-Proliferation Treaty
(NPT)assembled at the United
Nations to review the Treaty and
to decide upon its permanence. On
May 11, 1995 the body reached
agreement by consensus that the
Treaty should be extended indefinitely. In addition to the decision
on extension, two other decisions
on the "Principles and Objectives
for Nuclear Non-Proliferation and
Disarmament" and "Strengthening
the Review Process for the Treaty"
shaped the outcome of the 1995
NPT Review and Extension Conference.

The Debate Takes Shape
In the first few weeks of the
conference, various sides of the
extension debate emerged. One
See Conference, page 13

Crew of B-29 "Enola Gay" which dropped the atom bomb on
Hiroshima on August 6, 1945.

"Always" the Target?'
by Arjun Makhijani

0

n 23 April 1945, Gen. Leslie
R. Groves, director of the
Manhattan Project, wrote a memo
to Henry L. Stimson, Secretary of
War. It contained a puzzling phrase,
which I have italicized:
"Our previous hopes that an
implosion type of bomb might be
developed in the late spring of 1945
have now been dissipated by sci.
entific difficulties . . .
"While our plan of operatior
is based on the more certain, more
powerful, gun type bomb, it alsc
provides for the use of the implo-

'

on a article in The Bull&n of the Alomic
ScimNlr. MvIJum 1995.

B&

sion type bombs as soon as they
become available. The target is and
was always expected to be Japan.
A composite group of the 20th Air
Force has been organized and
See "Always?" page 2
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not an atomic threat, the focus of
specially trained and eq~ipped."~ U.S. bomb makers was Germany.
emigr6 scientists from Europe
By the time the memo was
especially
Leo Szilard, Enrico
written, it was clear to everyone
connected with the atomic bomb F e d , Hans Bethe, Niels Bohr and
the like -played pivotal roles in
project that Germany would not
the Manhattan Project. To a man,
be the target. The Third Reich
they - along with their Ameriwould collapse long before the
can and British colleagues - got
first bombs were ready for use.
involved
for one overarching reaIf the new weapon was to be
son: Germany had first-rate scienused at all in World War 11, it
tists who presumably understood
would be against Japan.
the destructive possibilities of
But had Japan "always" been
nuclear fission. The United States
the target, as Groves implied? If
so, that fact suggests a terrible irony had to develop an atomic bomb
that has been little noted in the before the Germans did. Such
decades-long debate over the use weapons in the hands of Hitler
would be the ultimate catastrophe
of the bomb. From August 1939,
when Albert Einstein alerted Presi- for the world.
Joseph Rotblat, one of the
dent Roosevelt to the possibility
that atomic bombs could be built, European 6mi& scientists at Los
Alamos, and the only one to quit
to late 1944, when it became entirely apparent that Germany was when it became clear in late 1944
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that Germany would not have the
bomb before the war ended, said
in an interview with me that "there
was never any idea [among scientists] that it would be used against
Japan. We never womed that the
Japanese would have the bomb.
We always womed about what
[Werner] Heisenberg and other
German scientists were doing. All
of our concentration was on German~."~
Surviving Manhattan Project
scientists continue to believe that
atomic bombs were used on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, rather
than on German targets, because
they were not ready in time. But
that may not be the whole story.

Early Targeting
Discussions
The fust targeting discussion
(insofar as can be determined from
declassified documents and histories of the Manhattan Project)
occurred during a meeting of the
Military Policy Committee of the
Manhattan Project on 5 May 1943,
over two years before V-E day:
The point of use of the fust bomb
was discussed and the general
view appeared to be that its best
point of use would be on a Japanese fleet concentration in the
Harbor of Truk [an island in the
Pacific Ocean]. General Styer
suggested Tokio [sic]but it was
pointed out that the bomb should
be used where, if it failed to go
off, it would land in water of
sufficient depth to prevent easy
salvage. The Japanese were selected as they would not be so
See "Always?" page 3
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LR.Gmvcs. Memorandum to Ihc Scnelary of war.
"A1omicFivi1~Bo~23A~l1945.RoEqrdGmuP
n.Rsndr~ftheMsnhamE~~gicerDiamQ
19421948. Ndmd Arehins.WashinglO% D.C.
Telephoot interuicw with J w p h Rciblst Pu8-h.
wndunedby A j u Mnlibijani
~
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apt to secure knowledge f r o m it
as would the germ an^.^

Of course, the bomb was far
from ready, as the specific choice
of Truk as a target was theoretical
at this stage. But Manhattan Project
scientists seem to have been unaware of this discussion or reasoning then or even in the decades
that followed, though the document itself is not new and has been
cited in historical works before?
For example, Hans Bethe, who
headed the Theoretical Division at
Los Alamos during the Manhattan Project, reacted with amazement when I brought this to his
attention on 14 February 1945:

u

This is completely n e w . to
me . . . I am amazed both by the
conclusion not to use [the bomb]
on Germany and secondly by
their reasons [for targeting the
Japanese fleet]. We [the scientists] had no idea of such a
decision. We were under the
impression that Germany was
the first target until the German
surrender. That was my belief.
Obviously, it was wrong.6

Glenn Seaborg, who headed
the team that first isolated plutonium, concurs. In an interview on
3 February 1995 he said:

u

So far as I recall right up until
the time the Germans surrendered in the spring of 1945, we
thought that the Germans would
be the target for the atomic
bomb. As their demise became
more and more predictable perhaps we somewhat drew away
from that feeling, but certainly
we thought in 1944 that Germany would be the target.'

David Hawkins was a special
assistant to Robert Oppenheimer,
the scientific director of the Los

Alarnos Laboratory where the first war target as primary. The B-29
atom bombs were designed and was selected as the bomber that
built. Hawkins was also for a time the U.S.would use as early as the
the historian of the early Los summer of 1943, provided the apAlamos effort. He
propriate modificaalso agreed that
tions could be made
"We thought the
to it. Captain Parthe scientists had
no idea that Gersons was put in
Germans
would
be
the
many had been
charge of this prodiscussed and retargetfor the
ject in June 1943.
jected as a potenAccording to the ofatomic bomb. "
tial target as early
ficial history of the
as May 1943?
Seaborg'
Manhattan Project
head
of
the
team
that
Hawkins and 0thby Richard Hewlett
first isolated
and Oscar Anderers I interviewed
son, Jr., the choice
do not recall displutonium
of the B-29 indicussions of targeting among the
cated that Japan was
scientists until well into 1945, and already the primary target. "Had
especially after the war in Europe Germany been the primary target,
had ended on 8 May 1945.9
the choice would hardly have fallen
on an aircraft never intended for
The Bomber of Choice
the European theater."ll
In contrast to a specific tarThat conclusion is supported,
geting of the Japanese fleet at Truk, at least indirectly, by the technithe use of the bomb on Germany cal facts, British Lancasters could
appears to have been considered
See "Always?" page 4
only as a retaliatory measure in ' L. R. Groves, Military Policy Committee Minutes, 5
May 1943,Record Group 77, Records of the Manhattan
case of first German use of the
Engineer District. 1942-1948. National Archives.
bomb. A Military Policy CornmitWashington, D.C.
'
For instanceit is cited in a footnote in Martin Sherwin.
tee status report of 21 August 1943
A WorldDestroyed: Hiroshima and the Originsof the
Arms Race: Vintage Books, New York, 1987,p. 209.
makes a reference to the potential
According to Shenvin the document was declassified
bombing of Germany, but the statein 1976.
Telephone interview with Hans A. Bethe, Cornell
ment only discusses that possibilUniversity, conducted by Arjun Makhijani on 14
February 1995.
ity in case the war became "unduly" ' Telephone
interview with Glenn Seaborg, Associate
Director at Large, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.
long and the Germans were be able
conducted by Arjun Makhijani on 3 February 1995.
to produce "a usaljle bomb" beTelephone interview with David Hawkins, conducted
by Ajun Makhijani on 3 February 1995.
fore the United States. In that event,
The firstmeeting of the Target Committee was on 27
April 1945and that of the Interim Committee (which
the Committee concluded it might
considered policy issues) was on 9 May 1945.
"be necessary for us to stand the
Military Policy Committee, "Report of August 21,
1943 On Present Statusand Future Program on Atomic
first punishing blows [of German
Fission Bombs," Record Group 77, Records of the
Manhattan Engincer District, 1942-1948, National
atom bombs] before we are in a
Archives, Washington, D.C., p. 14.
"
Richard G. Hewlett and Oscar E. Anderson, Jr., The
position to destroy the enemy."1°
New World: A History of the United States Atomic
But the practical preparations conEnergy Commission.Volume11939-1946.University
ofCaliforniak s , Berkeley.CA 1990,p. 253. Vincent
tinued to be for a bombing in the
Jones, the U.S. Army's historian of the Manhattan
Project concurs with Hewlett and Anderson, stating
Pacific, not the European war.
that the 8-29 was chosen in September 1943and that
this "seemed'to imply that the bomb was to be used
An early decision to use the
againstJapan." Vincent Jones,Manhattan: TheArmy
newly developed B-29 bomber also
and the Atomic Bomb, Center of Military History,
United States Army, Government Printing Office.
points to the choice of a Pacific
1985, p. 510, footnote.
J
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The other startling point is that
have been modified for the atom the officials who made these early
bomb. The four-engine Lancaster decisions did not see fit to comhad a normal payload of 14,000 municate them to the scientists.
pounds, but some had been modi- Groves had set up the Manhattan
Project on a "need to know bafied to carry the "Grand Slam"at 22,000 pounds, the heaviest sis"; it appears that he and his
bomb produced in the war. The fellow members of the Military
chief technical advantage the B- Policy Committee felt that the sci29 had over the Lancaster was its entists and engineers who created
the bomb under the
great range: 3,0004,000 miles. That
assumption that the
Groves
the
target was Germade it the only
bomb scientists
many had no need
bomber suitable in
the Pacific.'*
isolatedfrom
to know otherwise.
Nationalistic
During my interany discussion
feeling may also
view with him on
have played a part
of how
3 February 1995,
in the choice of the
their work
David Hawkins,
B-29 over the
Oppenheimer's
would be used.
Lancaster.13Manspecial assistant at
hattan Project ofLOS Alarnos, speficials wanted British collaboration culated that Groves may have told
in the scientific aspects of their Oppenheimer about the discussion
work, but were reluctant to give of Truk as a target that occurred
up sole control of decisions re- during the Military Policy Comgarding nuclear weapons. Germany mittee meeting 5 May 1943, but
as a target would not only have that if he did so Oppenheimer did
meant the probable use of a Brit- not communicate this to other
ish bomber, but also that control scientists.
over logistical aspects would have
Targeting and the Schedule
to be shared with the British.
It is noteworthy that the argu- of Bomb Production
ment that American lives would
The Military Policy Commitbe saved by bombing Japan does tee targeting discussion of 5 May
1943, had nothing to do with an
not seem to have been a factor in
early targeting decisions. Indeed, estimate of when the war against
the overall strategy of the war, Germany might end. In the spring
including allocation of resources of 1943, no one knew when that
between the European theater and might be. Moreover, the technical
the Pacific theater, apparently did problems that eventually delayed
not figure in these nuclear target- bomb production into the summer
ing discussions, so far as we have of 1945 had not yet emerged. In
been able to determine. Nuclear fact, a report of the committee,
decisions seem to have taken place dated 2 1 August 1943, suggested
primarily within the context of the that a fission weapon might be
nuclear capabilities of Germany and available between the fall of 1944
Japan relative to the United States. and the spring of 1945.14

That schedule would have been
compatible with the targeting of
Germany. But the available documentation suggests that there were
no specific discussions, much less
plans, for use of the bomb against
Germany. Given the fact that the
losses of Allied troops were expected to be heavy during and after
D-Day, one might expect to find
evidence that contingency plans to
use the bomb in the fall of 1944
had been made. But there is no
evidence of that, either. Rather,
what evidence there is - albeit
sketchy -suggests that there was
simply an automatic assumption
at an early stage that Japanese
forces would be the target.
That Japan would be the target of the first U.S. atomic bomb
attack did not change when the
Alsos mission came to the conclusion in late 1944 that there was
no prospect that Germany would
have an atomic weapon before the
end of the war. Indeed, work on
the project was speeded up. Alsos
was the code name for the Manhattan Project's intelligence mission to find out the scientific and
technological progress that Germany was making on its atom bomb
project.
As historian Martin Sherwin
has noted, by 1945 "the race for
the bomb had already changed from
a race against German scientists
to a race against the war itself."15
Oppenheimer recalled that the
period of the most intense work

A

A

See "Always?" page 5
Technical data on the Lancaster and B-29 bombers
provided by Robert S. Noms. Natural Resources
Defense Council, Washington, D.C.
I' Jones observes that the commanding general of the
Amy Air Forces H.H. Arnold "stated emphatically
that nn American-made airplane should carry the
bombs.. "Jones 1985, p. 520.
l4 Military Policy Committee, "Report of August 21 ."
" Sherwin 1987, p. 145,
l2
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on the bombs was between the time
of the German surrender and the
use of the bombs against Japan.I6
What began in the early years
of the war due to fear of a German nuclear weapons program was
completely transformed by the fall
of 1944 to a project of using nuclear
weapons as a tool of immense
military superiority to be used to
accomplish a variety of goals. In
order to do that, successful use of
the bomb as an instrument of power
had, fust of all, to be demonstrated.

Questions
Time has not stilled the controversies surrounding the decision
to bomb Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
even while Japanese diplomats
were quietly exploring a face-saving way to surrender. In the past
five decades, millions of words
have been written to explain the
bombings.
To most Americans - especially veterans - the use of the
bombs was a cut-and-dry matter.
They were dropped to end the war
quickly and thus save American
lives. Others have postulated that
the bombs were used to send a
signal to the Soviet Union about
power in the post-war world or to
study their effects on real cities as
targets. The argument has also been
made that the bombs were used to
justify the huge expenditure of
scarce wartime resources.
It seems clear that the 5 May
1943 memo suggests that a form
of nuclear deterrence was at work.
The Germans were thought to have
an active nuclear bomb program;
therefore, the Military Policy

Committee was reluctant to use
the first U.S.bomb against German forces. If it had been used
against a German target, and if it
had been a dud, the Germans might
have been more likely to recover
it and "to secure knowledge form
it."
All such explanations, and
more, find historical support in
documents relating to the Manhattan Project. But nothing in the historical record can answer these
questions: How many scientists,
if any, would have left the project
if they had known in 1943 that
Japan might have been the target
of fust use? How many scientists
simply would have quit in 1943
and 1944, Rotblat style, if they
had known that the target "was
always expected to be Japan"?
With the possible exception of
Oppenheimer, the scientists, who
were motivated mainly by the
specter of a Nazi bomb, were not
aware of the early targeting decisions. This throws a far harsher
light on the ineffectiveness of dissenting scientists in affecting the
political and military policy of the
Manhattan Project. Until today, the
central issue of debate on this score
has been related to the failure of
the group of scientists who wanted
a demonstration shot or other
warning before the use of the bomb
to persuade the Interim Cornmittee, a temporary body appointed
by the Secretary of War to advise
the President on targeting strategy
and post-war nuclear weapons
related issues. But if the scientists
were not even aware of how the
policy evolved, due to the secrecy
and compartmentalizationthat was
a hallmark of the Manhattan
Project, how could they even have

participated in the decision-making in an informed fashion?
Fifty years later, such if-onlythey-had-known speculation is
merely an intellectual exercise
dealing with a host of unknowable factors. But it does raise an
essential philosophical and practical point regarding secrecy and the
responsibility of scientists - an
old question that is nonetheless as
relevant today as it was 50 years
ago: If scientists do not have the
minimum information needed to
participate openly and democratically in decision-making about the
use of weapons of mass destruction, should they be involved in
making them?

A National
Academy of
Sciences panel
has just issued a
report entitled Technical
Bases for Yucca Mountain
Standards. It recommends a
new method for calculating
doses that, if adopted by
the EPA, would essentially
gut clean water standards.
It could increase the
amount of radioactive
contamination allowed in
drinking water by thousands
of times. One panel member, Dr. Thomas H.
Pigford, filed a dissent. The
report is $39.00, plus
shipping. To order a copy
of the report, call 1-800624-6242.
-

-

- .
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A Global Guide to Nuclear Weapons Production
and Its Health and Environmental Effects

NEW

MIT Press. 1995
edited by Ajun Makhijani. Howard Hu, and Katherine Yih
A handbook for scholars, students, policy makers, journalists,
and peace and environmental activists, Nuclear Wastelands
providesconcisehistoriesofthedevelopmentofnuclearweapons
programsofeverydeclaredan~de-factonuclearweaponspower,
as 'well as detailed surveys of the health and environmental
effects of this development both in the these countries and in
non-nuclear nations involved in nuclear weapons testing and
uranium mining. Its thorough documentation and analyses bring to light governmental
secrecy and outright deception that have camouflaged the damage done to the very people
and lands the weapons were meant to safeguard.
No future research into nuclear weapons will be credible unless it refers to rhis study.
-Jonathan Steel. The Guardian (UK). August 9. 1995
LIST PRICE: $55.00. SDAreaden can get discounted copies from IEER at $40.00 each,

Fissile Materials In a Glass, Darkly
E E R h s , 1995
by Ajun Makhijani and Annie Makhijani
IEER's report analym theoptions for disposition of plutonium
and highly enriched uranium. It recommends policies designed
to put these materials into non-weapons-usable forms as rapidly
aspossible. 1turgesthattheU.S. adopt vitrificationofplutonium
as its disposition option (rather than using it in reactors) in order
that the U.S. may persuade countries still separating plutonium
from civilian spent fuel to stop doing so.
Fissile Materials In a Glass, Darkly makesa compelling, highly
explored thoroughly, and in a lucidsryle for the non-technical reader. This repon should
be requiredreadingforrhose whoinsist thatplufoniumfromwarherrdrcmonly bedisposed
of by Nrning it intofuelfornuclear reactors. But the report's greatest value is as aprimer
for the public at large.
-Paul Leventhal. President. Nuclear Conhol Institute

PRICE: $12 including postage and handling.

end in^ the Ozone Hole
Science, Technology, and Policy
MIT Press. 1995
by Arjun Makhijani and Kevin Gurney
While CFC production has been reduced in many places, the ongoing emissions of
chemicalsandtheproductionofotherlong-livedozonc-depletingsubstancesmeanadecade
will pass before the levels of ozone-depleting chlorine in the eanh's atmosphere begin to

decline.Thiscomprehensiveoverviewdelailsthernostcurrentknowledgeabouts~
ozone depletion. More than a review of the evolution of the ozone problem. Mending the
Ozone Hole provides an objective and stimulating look at cumnt debates surrounding the
research, the technology development, and the policy-making aimed at eliminating ozonedepleting substances.
LIST PRICE: $35.00. SDA readers can get discounted copies from IEER at $27.50
each, postage included

series of fact sheets
dealing with fissile materials. Each fact
sheet is approximately 2 pages long
and written inclear, understandable
language. The first two fact sheets in
the series are:

Fissile Material Basics
This fact sheet describes what fissile
materials are, how they are made, and
what they are used for..

Fissile Material Health and
Environmental Dangers
This fact sheet outlines the health and
environmental dangers of plutonium
and uranium and their production
pmcesses.
other free fact sheets still available
from EER:

.
.

physid, Nuclear, and Chemlesl
Properties of PIutonium
'
Its Uses and
Incineration of Radioactive and
Mixed Waste

TO ORDER
BOOKS:
Plespe sead us a check for
the appmpriare amount,
mpdeoutt!3IEER,Pnda

letter &arty stating the
qumtitka pnd titles yw
would like. P b e see
below for our address.

TO ORDER FREE
FACT SEIEETS:
Simply write to IEER,
rutte~tionFACT S m ,
6935 Laurel Avenue,
TivbMaD Park, MD 20912.
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Radiation Turns 100
by Hisham Zerriffi
Both X-rays and radioactivity
were discovered by accident around
100 years ago. While studying the
behavior of electrons in a vacuum
tube in 1895, Wilhelm Roentgen
noticed a glowing fluorescent
screen in his laboratory. Roentgen deduced that the phenomenon
was the result of invisible rays
originating in the covered tube he
was using to study the electrons.
Since he did not understand the
origin of the rays, he called them
X-rays. The rays were given off
by the slowing down of the elec-

~ 2 5 , 1 9 4 1Dismvwy
:
d

*rmiun.

uranium was not exposed to sunlight. The photographs were not
the result of X-rays, but rather the
emission of gamma rays from the
radioactivity of uranium.'
Gamma rays and X-rays are
identical in nature. The different
. names simply have to do with the
origin of X-rays from electron tubes
and of gamma rays from disintegrating nuclei of radioactive elements. Later, it was observed that
uranium emitted not only gamma
radiation, but also particles. It was

trons in the tube when striking a
target. This kind of radiation is
now called ''braking" radiation, or
more commonly by the German
word for braking, "brehmstrahlung"
radiation. It is high frequency electromagnetic radiation.
Antoine Henri Becquerel, a
French scientist, first discovered
radiation emanating from an element in 1896. He was examining
X-rays by photographing uranium
crystals. Becquerel believed that
the uranium was absorbing energy
from the sun and then emitting Xrays. However, the phenomenon
could be observed even when the

See Radiation, page 8
I "Ceote0nialCaleadar:XRaysi89551W5Radioani~iIy
1%1996." Heal& Phyrier Saiery

...:, t$reixk radioactivefall& o w a
~iferenceonpeaceful tms"of'
,
...

Atomic Energy.

. .;..

,

,

.large region.

I

Main mum: farndistian-relaled i~omBon:'CcntcnoialCalendar X R a p 1895-1995 Rsdimlivily 18961596."Hd&PhyJisa S,&Iy. Additional saurccr: NaNral Rssomcs
DcfcnseCouneila"NuclcarNatcbmll"inThrEuiiefinofthsA~omicScientirl~,May
i993:Hewit. RichardG. andJackM.Hoil.Alom/orPcaccand W a c 1953-1961. (Berkeley.
CA: University ofCalifornia Ru$1989): Hedctt. RichardG. and Oscar 0. A n d m n , t.TheNnu W o a A Hirloryofk UniIedSlom Atomic Energy Commission Volvnc 1
1939.1946, (Berkeley. CA: Uoivedly of California Ress. 1990): May.Jahocd. The G&pcocr Book of IkNukorAge. (New York: Panlheon Bwk. 1989)
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found that uranium was mixed in
with other elements called decay
products; some emitted heavy
particles (called alpha particles,
later identified as helium nuclei)
and others lighter particles (called
beta particles, later identified as
electrons).
After these discoveries at the
end of the nineteenth century,
scientists began to explore these
phenomena and their applications,
often in a cavalier manner, common at that time. At first, the
dangerous effects of certain forms
of radiation were unknown; highly
radioactive substances were used
in a variety of applications. But
attempts to use X-rays in medical

applications produced early evidence of cancers among medical
practitioners caused by repeated
exposure to X-rays. In another wellknown example, World War I clock
and instrument dials were painted
with radium-226 to make them
luminescent. The "dial painters"
unfortunately ingested substantial
quantities of radium by licking their
brushes in order to make the most
precise markings possible on the
clocks. The link between the alpha-radiation from the radium that
the dial painters were exposed to
and the illnesses they contracted
was established in the 1920s. The
amount of radium-226 in the bones
of the victims was a small fraction of a milligram (a milligram is

a thousandth of a gram).
X-rays and radiation also have
had some beneficial effects over
the last century. As science has
come to better understand its effects, modem medicine has made
many uses of radiation in research
and treatment. Radio-iodine has
been used until recently as a diagnostic tool, especially in treating
thyroid problems. X-rays continue
to be used extensively in diagnostics. However, practices using
X-rays, radium, and radon (a
radioactive decay product of
uranium-238) for supposed medical treatment which amounted to
quackery and which flew in the
face of the well-established
See Radiation, page 18
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RETROSPECTIVE O N THE
NUCLEAR AGE

T.

his SDA Centerfold is a retrospechve on the fifty yean of the nuclear
age through photos, graphs, charts, and
quotations. From the first nuclear test
at Alamagordo, New Mexico and the
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
to the thousands of nuclear tests that
have been conducted worldwide, nuclear
weapons have caused enormous h a m

to human life and health, as well as
environmental devastation. Safeguarding weapons-usable fissile materials and
containing the environmental hazards
from nuclear waste will remain fonnidable challenges for generations to come.
On a more positive note, the Centerfold
shows the dismantlement of nuclear
weapons and the continuing vigilance

and activism of citizens around the world
who are seeking a nuclear weapons free
world. The Centerfold illustrates how
individuals around the world have
been affected by the age of nuclear
weapons, how some have propelled its
growth, and how others have tried to
come to grips and contain the power
and dangers of the atom.

...

-

They held their arms bent [forward]
and their skin not only on
thelr hands but on thelr faces and bodies, too hung down..
Many of them died along the road. Ican stlli picture them in my
mind llke walking ghosts. They didn't look llke people of this
world.

-

.

-

-Interview with a Hiroshima survivor by Roben Jay Lifton,
reprinted in Donna Gregory. The Nueleor Predicament: A Sourcebook, (New York: St.
Martin's Press. 1986). p. 6.

I

The patient's skin is burned in
a pattern corresponding to
the dark portions o f the
kimono worn at the time of
the explosion. Japan 1945.

I

A
Demonstration for nuclear
disarmament, Hiroshima
Japan, August 1994.

We scientists recognize our Inescapable responsibility to carry to
our fellow citizens an understanding of the simple facts of atomic
energy and its implicationsfor society. In this lies our only security
and our only hope we believe that an Informed citizenry will act
for life and not death.

-

-Albert Einstein 1947, itprinted in Hnrvey Wasserman
and Norman Saloman. Killing Our Own: The Diswter ofAmeriea's Erperience Wilh Alomic
Radiation, (New York: Delacone Press. 1982).
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Where science tictlon goes, 6ni the atom be far
behind? My only fear is that Imay be
underestlmatlng the possibiilties.
-Glenn T. Seaborg. AEC Chairman (1971) in Stewart L. Uddl,
7% Myfhs ofAugust. (New Yo* Pantheon Books. 1994). p. 250.

A
Plutonium pit stomge h m l .

Some 6,000parrs of n 8-61 nuclear bomb,
along with an intact weapon and its 4 mjor
subassemblies.

There is a flim that tells how a war almost broke
out between America and the-Sovlet Unlon, and
after that Ididn't sleep tor several nights thinking
about this, about how war almost broke out and
how our exlstenea Is hanging on a thread.

-Oleg (Ukraine, age 15) in Inemational Physicians for the
Reventian of Nuclear Wor. "What Soviet Children an Saying
ar:' reprinted in DonnaGregory. TheNuclear
about Nuclear W
Predicament. (New York: St. Martin's Pms. 19861, p. 183.
A
Panrex w o r h r begins warhead disossernbiy.

1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty
signed, bans atmospheric
nuclear tests

Chronology of Arms Control

I

1945 Atomic weapons used on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki

1

1946 Baruch olan for international
control of nuclear weapons
fails at UN

I I

--

I

I

1961 US.-Soviet nuclear testing
mortatorium ends
1958 US.-Soviet nuclear
testing moratorium
begins

I

r

I
1968 Non-Proliferation
Treaty signed

I

9

-~
- -

1 Totals do nor include warheads awaiting
disassembly. The U.S. and Russia togelheher
have over 2O.CiM warheads awaiting

I
1
I

pJ Strategic Warheads

retain 3.500 stanegic warheads. 950 tactical

Tactical Warheads

warheads and a'bedge" of 2,500 warheads.
Russia's arxnal after START U will consist
of 3,500 strategic warheads and presumsbly
an unknown number of tactical warheads. It is
not known if Russia will retain a "hedge."

r?nn ISeommber 19941

i
r
USA

Russla

France
(1995)

So-:

'

Britain

(1995)

NaRlral Rmoumr DefcmeCouncil

;Is it possible for a scientific
',soci&y to continue to exist, or
.,must such a society inevitably
;bring itself into destruction? it
,,isa simple question but a very
':vital one. Ido not think it is
:possible to exaggerate the
'gravity of the possibilities of
evil that lie in the utilization of
atomic energy.

Atmospheric
Underground

-Bemand Russel. English Philosopher.
November 1945, reprinted in Jonathan
Schell, The Fate of rhe Earth,
(New York: Knopf. 1982).

USA

I

Sowe:

b,
P

Chins

1970 Non-Pmliferation Treaty
enters into force

Russia France

1974 Threshold Test Ban Treaty
signed, bans nucle&-'-"'3
above 150 kilotons

23 19

U.K.

China

indl

N a t d RCPoy~LWeaseCouncil

1979 SALT 11agreement
signed, never entered into
force

1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty

21 24

1995 Non-Proliferation Treaty extended
indefinitely, partias pledge to achieve
Comprehensive Test Ban no later
than 1996
1987 lntemediate-Range
1993 START 11 treaty
Nuclear Forces (INF)
signed;
Treaty ratified
START I Treaty
enters into force
1991 START

SDA. Summu 1995
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Iln some sort of crude sense which no vulgarity, no humor, no
overstatement can quite extinguish, the physicists have known sin;
and thls Is a knowledge whlch they cannot lose.
-1. RobcrI Oppenheimer. Scientific Direetor of Los Alamos Laboratory where the first atom
bombs were designed and built, "Physics in the Contempomy Worlb"
Bulletin of the Ammic Scimt~ts,Vol. N . No. 3. Marcti 1948. p.66.

Tib4

Fiw li@@m a
nw$ypowerrweter.

I@34.

;*
Sarcophagus of the Chcmobyl reactor that was destmyedin o cmmtmphicfire onApril26.1986. As
a result of the Chernobyl accident, thousands ofsquare lom meters of ogriculturol I d were highly
conraminated and vast arcas beyond the fonncr Soviet Union experienced rodicwctivefollout.

I
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Vlew of Ook Ridge National Laborototy low-

level solid waste htrlal ground.
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Conference, porn page I

Several countries within the
voice in the debate, made up of Non-Aligned Movement (NAM),
mostly western nations, and led a group of over 100 developing
by the five nuclear weapon states, nations, presented another side of
advocated an indefinite and un- the debate by speaking out against
e
conditional extension of the NPT. unconditional i n d e f ~ t extension.
Russian Foreign Minister Andrey One of the main objections lodged
Kozyrev, a strong supporter of in- against indefinite extension was that
definite extension,
it made permanent
the inequality intold the conference
body that the
"[fall countries
herent in the
conference had Treaty between the
Treaty was fulfill- Of
ing its role of prenuclear weapon
venting the spread
the
- . . to
,S
d, the nonof nuclear weapons
express their views nuclear weapon
freely, indefinite
states. Ambassaand has created a
"favorable climate
dor Izhar Ibrahim
extension
would
never
of Indonesia adfor a continuously
.have won.
broadened internavanced this view
tional cooperation -Adolfo Tavlhardat, in stating that "indefinite extension
in the use of the
then Venezuelan
would mean the
atom for peaceful
Ambassador
permanent legitipurposes." U.S.
mization of nuVice President A1
clear weapons and
Gore, the highest
the
five
privileged
powers . . . "
ranking official at the conference,
also pushed for unconditional in- Many non-nuclear weapon states
definite extension, stating that the assumed that if the status-quo was
nuclear weapon states are on track maintained indefinitely, they would
in fulfilling their NPT obligations. lose whatever leverage they had
He drew the signatories' attention to keep the nuclear powers in check.
The many voices against indefito such U.S. policy successes as
the Intermediate-Range Nuclear nite extension did not translate into
Forces (INF) Treaty and the Stra- a united front for any particular
tegic Arms Reduction Talks extension option. Within the anti(START). Indefinite extension indefinite camp, there emerged
proponents also expressed that a several proposals. For example,
world without the NPT would be Indonesia and Myanmar called for
extremely unsafe, as it is the cor- a "rolling extension of successive
nerstone of the global non-prolif- fixed periods," without a specific
eration regime. Gore likened a vote period duration. Nigeria proposed
a "single fixed period" option, not
in favor of rolling extension to, "a
decision right now to terminate the specifying duration and suggestTreaty," which would cause the ing the possibility of renewal. There
NPT regime to fall apart. By the was also the offering by Egypt and
end of the first week of the con- Syria for conference suspension,
ference, 92 states were on record so that the extension decision could
as supporting indefinite NPT ex- be taken after certain conditions
had been met. One of the main
tension.

the

77

4

d

1

u

L,

I

--

conditions for Egypt was that Israel, considered a de-facto nuclear
weapon state, join the Treaty as a
non-nuclear weapon state before
it was extended indefinitely.

U.S. Lobbying Effort
There were several factors that
contributed to the outcome of the
conference. The United States and
several other western nations
launched an intense lobbying effort in the weeks prior to the NPT
Review and Extension Conference,
with the goal of convincing as many
nations as possible to support
unconditional indefinite extension.
In meetings with foreign officials,
U.S. representatives spread the
word that a vote against indefinite
extension could mean soured relations with the United States. In
some instances, as was the case
with Egypt, the vote was linked to
more tangible items such as foreign aid. Venezuelan Ambassador
Adolfo Taylhardat told the New
York Times on May 14 that, "Many
countries have been submitted to
these pressures. If all the countries of the conference had the
opportunity to express their views
freely, indefinite extension would
never have won."
In line with what some NPT
delegates have referred to as its'
"strong-arm" strategy, the United
States showed support for a rollcall vote in regards to the extension decision, arguing that an open
ballot was essential for accountability. Many Non-Aligned members wanted the vote to be secret,
so that states opposing indefinite
extension would not feel pressured
into changing their vote in order
to avoid a backlash by certain
countries, notably the United States.
See Conference, page 14
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Declared Nuclear Weapon States

-

(The "Bie Five")

United States
Russia
China

France
Britain

Heirs of the Soviet Breakup
Ukraine
Belarus
KazakhstanY

Believed to Have Abandoned
Bomb Programs
South Africa
Brazil*
Argentina
States Possessing Separated
Plutonium

Germany
Switzerland

Italy
Belgium

Japan
Netherlands

De-Facto Nuclear Weapon States
(stares rhar ore believed ro possess
or have rested nuclear weapons)

India*

Israel*

Pakistan*

Suspected Secret Bomb Programs

114

North Korea

Conference, from page 13
Though the final decision was made
by consensus, the "open versus
closed" vote debate was highly
symbolic of the dynamic that had
developed between the different
factions.
Indefinite Extension
Proponents Fail to Reach
Agreement
The inability of indefinite extension opponents to speak with a
unified voice also influenced the
conference results. This lack of
consistency was clearly illustrated
when Foreign Ministers within the
Non-Aligned Movement, meeting
in Bandung for the Foreign Ministers' Conference on April 27,
1995 - seen as the last hope for
this movement to join forces failed to unite around one extension plan. Realizing they could not
agree and in the hopes of achieving as much commitment for future implementation as possible,

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v c l u r ~ h ~ ~ b e e n ~ m ~ ~ c d f r o m ~ ~ a a d ~ f m
Rusaik
*SutcsilutucmfNPT~~cnarofAugvnl1994
NOD:~ . n U.S.
y ~ a l y ~~rCsI I ~ Vthe
C k t OF wnm- auunpung to awm
wupanr m y h lvger SmGmy 11994 arm example
S o ~ ~ a : ~ ~ x f f i l c ~ A m ~ ~ n n d T a l a ylW,p.28.Oray,P.Bd&x
,J~ylAu~t
BOO^ on t h ~ ~ OINUEIII
~ w WWPW.
m
~o~ouodl
foraL.tvablc wml*
W k r 1993 pp 7-10, Pmcy. C. "Nuelear Wald *':
O m # ,Pcb~ary
1993, P 43.
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the Non-Aligned Movement began to focus their energies on the
NPT review process rather than
the extension decision. Many nonnuclear weapon states concluded
that if debate over one extension
option or another continued, insufficient attention would be paid
to other important issues, most
importantly the Treaty review process and future accountability. As
the west had less to gain from a
shift in the status-quo, the nonnuclear weapon states knew that
if thev did not make a case for
accountability, it would probably
go unaddressed. Specifically, the
majority of indefinite extension
opponents wanted to ensure that
the nuclear weapon states would
fulfill their Article VI disarmament
obligations, that a Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) would
be reached by a specified date, and
that a global fissile material cutoff would be achieved. Without
the leverage they perceived would

be gained from a strengthened
review process, several non-nuclear
weapon states believed they would
eventually lose on these issues, in
addition to the extension decision.
South Africa Toes the Line
This shift in priorities found a
voice in South Africa's proposal
to the conference body. By coming out in support of indefinite
extension, while proposing concrete points to strengthen the review process, South Africa acted
as the bridge between the two sides
of the extension debate. Several
factors contributed to South
Africa's unique position within the
Review and Extension Conference.
On the nuclear front, it is one of
the few nations to have dismantled
its own nuclear weapons program.
In regards to its place in the global community, it maintains strong
ties with several Non-Aligned
countries, but also seeks financial
See Conference, page 15
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assistance from the west. Because
of its unique status, states on all
sides of the debate were carefully
watching South Africa's positioning.
South Africa proposed several
concrete steps for strengtheningthe
review process that took the form
of two documents: "Strengthening
the Review Process for the Treaty"
and "Principles and Objectives for
Nuclear Non-Proliferation and
Disarmament." Both were fleshed
out by a group of delegates organized by conference President
Jayantha Dhanapala of Sri Lanka
and agreed upon by the conference body. The "Review" document continues the practice of
holding review conferences every
five years, with preparatory committees being held every year in
the three years leading up to the
conference.' The purpose of these
meetings is to ensure the full
implementation of the Treaty,
particularly those points laid out
in "Principles and Objectives for
Nuclear Non-Proliferation and
Disarmament." "F'rinciples" commits all parties to a "programme
of action" including: the completion of a CTBT by 1996; the "early
conclusion" of a cutoff of the
production of fissile materials for
weapons purposes; and "the determined pursuit by the nuclear
weapon states of systemic and
progressive efforts to reduce
nuclear weapons globally, with the
ultimate goal of eliminating those
weapons." Though the actions
called for in "Principles" are not
legally binding, they were viewed
as a way for the non-nuclear
weapon states to maintain some
leverage over the nuclear weapon
states. The nuclear weapon states

accepted them because they allowed for a compromise to be
made, which led to a consensus
on indefinite extension. Their success in weakening the language of
the original "Principles" also made
the nuclear weapon states more
willing to accept this document.
For example, "clear-cut language
to complete CIBT negotiations this
year and have the treaty signed in
1996 was modified to read: 'a
universal and internationally and
effectively verifiable' treaty 'no
later than 1996.' This language
pushed back the negotiation deadline a year and inserted difficult
to achieve modifiers, such as 'univer~al."'~

Looking Ahead: Promises
Unfulfilled?
Will the commitments laid out
in "Principles and Objectives for
Nuclear Non-Proliferation and
Disarmament" be fulfilled by the
Treaty signatories, particularly the
nuclear weapon states? Was the
shift in priorities from extension
to review on the part of several
Non-Aligned states wise? If nuclear
arms related events in the months
since the conference are any indication of the nuclear weapon states'
true intentions concerning their
disarmament commitments, the
Non-Aligned Movement may have
paid a higher price than they originally suspected.

the Department of Energy is
seeking to restart tritium production activities.'
Steps that allow for weapons
design and modification purposes
- such as the Chinese test and
France's decision to resume testing -are contrary to the spirit of
the NPT, as is U.S. construction
of its Dual-Axis Radiographic
Hydrotest (DARHT) facility, an
advanced hydrodynamic testing
facility currently under construction at Los Alamo~.~The capabilities provided by DARHT could
possibly provide far more data for
warhead design.
Though we cannot discount steps
nuclear weapon states have taken
to fulfill their Article VI obligations -START I and 11, Russia's
agreement to shut down its plutonium production reactors by
2000 . . . -a path to global nuclear
disarmament has yet to emerge.
Actions by the nuclear weapon
states, not only over the last few
months, but over the last few decades, remind us that it is the
determination of the non nuclear
weapon states and the NGO community that will create such a path.
The five year review meetings
called for under the "Strengthening the Review Process for the
Treaty," will also be critical to this
success.

' Jim Wunt "N~E*endcdlndcfinitcly wilhOmter
Aecountabilily." Dis.nmcmem Times. Vol. XV111.

No. 4 -Special lssuc4, New York: NO0 Commillcs
anDisarmamc~LInc.. Msy 18.1995.

1 Within two days of the extension decision, China conducted
a nuclear test;
within a month of the extension decision, France announced that in September it
would resume underground
nuclear testing;

'
'

TomZamo~aCoUina,'lSISTripRcponImmthcNPT
Extension Conference: Permanent NPT Wins
Widcaprmd S v p p with a littic Help fmm South
Ahice." Wsshiogton. DC: InrtiNlc for Science and
I n m m s l Sccurily. May 30.1995.
Ttitiumbagawousmlcridlucdb~ttheerplmivc

yieldof nuelearwapnr.
See Sciencefor Lkmoemtic A~Iion,Vol. 4. No. 2 for
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""Dear
A rjun "
Dear Arjun:
What are clean-up standards
and why don't we have them
yet?*
Clean-up standards are very old
and diverse, having evolved
through the ages. Often progress
in technology and increase of resources has resulted in improved
standards for cleanliness, but not
always. Take for example corporal cleanliness standards at the court
of Louis the XIV in France. They
were dismal and resulted in rather
unpleasant aromas. Rather than
being distracted from the pursuit
of pleasure by taking a bath, the
aristocracy created an agency called
the NRC agency, (New Regulatory Cleanliness Agency) and
charged it with finding a solution
to the persistent foul emanations.
This was the beginning of the flour-

French perfumery industry which
took care of the odors but left the
dirt behind. After the French Revolution, which really cleaned up the
royalty, the NRC moved to the
United States where it did not do
much for almost 200 years. It was
reincarnated in 1974 as the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.
Today the NRC is faced with a
clean-up problem far more challenging than royal body odors. It
is responsible for overseeing the
decommissioning of the facilities
of its licensees. This includes cleanup of residual radioactive contamination at sites which have processed
source material (such as natural
uranium, natural thoriun, depleted
uranium), byproduct material (fission products and uranium tailings)
and special nuclear material (uranium-233, enriched uranium in the
isotope 233 or

235, and plutonium) during their
operation. It is required to leave
behind the attitude that what does
not smell cannot hurt because the
mandate of the NRC is to ensure
"protection of health and safety
and the environment related to the
possession and use of source,
byproduct, and special nuclear material."
So far the NRC had regulations
only for the cleaning up of uranium mill tailings which are spelled
out in Appendix A of 10 CFR part
40 and in 40 CFR part 192 (the
EPA -Environmental Protection
Agency -standards) and until now
decommissioning for other facilities has been governed by a patchwork of guidelines and standards.'
We don't have clean-up standards
yet because they have been a low
official priority.
To remedy this problem, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
has come up with a set of proposed generic radiological criteria
for decommissioning to which the
companies that own the sites will
have to comply in order to see
their licenses terminated. Since the
NRC is working in cooperation
with the EPA, it is likely that the
See Dear Arjun, page 17
-

'
-

Bathe, sir? Why not just wear perfume??

(witen by not-sc-ghorbwitcr. Annie MaWlijani)

Thorn. Robert N. and Donald R. Wsstsrvell.
"HydmnuclsarExpsrimsncr." LA-IWOZ-MS UC-2.
Lor Alamor National Laboratory. Los Alamos.
Fcbrvvy 1987.
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rules applying to NRC licensees
will also apply to other sites to be
covered by the EPA rules to be
issued later. These EPA rules will
apply to the clean-up of the Department of Energy nuclear weapons complex.
The stated goal of the NRC is
to: "reduce the residual radioactivity at the site so that it is indistinguishable from the background."
If this goal could be met consistently, by the rules, it would be
acceptable. But, in reality such a
goal can only be achieved in some
cases and the proposed rules allow considerable residual contamination. The rules contain a number
of weaknesses, omissions, and
loopholes which have the potential to undermine the improvement
of these new proposed regulations.
The proposed rules
Exposure limit
The maximum dose to the average member of the critical group
for release of a site to the public
for unrestricted use is 15 millirem
per year. For comparison the natural
background dose at sea level in
the United States excluding indoor
radon is about 90 milluem per
year.2

w

Future remedial actions
The NRC allows for additional
remediation if it is found that the
technical basis on which the criteria protecting health, safety and
the environment are found to be
not adequate anymore andlor additional significant contamination
is found which would have the
potential to put the public at substantial radiological risks.
Communiry involvement
The public affected by the decommissioning of a site will be
notified through various channels
such as local and state governments,
newspapers, and federal register
of the status of the decommissioning. For the case of termination of
license with restricted land use (see
below), the licensee will convene
a Site Specific Advisory Board
(SSAB) composed of the affected
parties which will advise the licensee regarding decommissioning.

Loophole in the proposed
rules
4 Termination of licensesfor sites
which are releasedfor restricted me
The NRC will consider termination of a license for a site where
residual radioactivity implies doses
higher than 15 millirem per year
if the licensee will demonstrate that
complying with the 15 millirem
4 ALAR.4 requirement
per
year unrestricted use limit is
The licensee is expected to clean
up the site to a level "As Low not feasible or "prohibitively expensive" and if site use restricAs is Reasonably Achievable"
(ALARA) below the dose limit of tions and controls will reduce the
15 millirem per year. The suggested dose to the average member of the
ALARA dose is 3 millirem per critical group to 15 millirem per
year, but this suggestion is not a year. The NRC would aUow repart of the proposed rules, and thus sidual radioactivity that could result in doses up to 100 millirem
not enforceable.
per year "even if restrictions apSDA. volume 4. N u m k 1, centerfold table eatidcd:
plied in the termination were no
'Typical~~tedAROual~vcDou~ui~alc~~t
fmm Narural S o w .
longer effective in limiting the

possible scenarios or pathways of
exposure." This exemption would
apply for sites where the licensee
can show that doing a better job
would be too expensive, technologically impossible, or result in
net public and environmental harm.
The licensee will need to provide
"sufficient financial assurance to
enable a third party to assume and
cany out responsibilities for any
necessary control and maintenance
of the site". The "third party'' would
be, for example, the State, the Federal government, the EPA, or the
DOE;in other words, the taxpayer.
No criteria are set forth in what
"sufficient" financial assurance
would be.
The omissions and
weaknesses in the
proposed rules
4 Risk minimization
The NRC excludes non-radioactive hazardous materials from its
regulations on the basis that these
will be regulated by the EPA.
However this leaves the possibility for the NRC to allow a company to walk away from a site
leaving extensive chemical contamination. This also ignores the
fact that often the migration of
radionuclides can be enhanced or
hindered by chemical contamination which can be both hazardous
as well as non-hazardous. For these
reasons the clean-up of radioactive as well as non-radioactive
hazardous materials should occur
at the same time.
Exposure limits
The exposure limit of 15 millirem per year with a suggested
ALARA of 3 millirem per year
are still 50% higher than the corSee Dear Arjun, page 18
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responding British limits of 10
millirem and 2 milliuem.
SDMP (Site Decommissioning
Management Plan) sites
Those sites whose decommissioning plans have been approved
or are pending approval will not
be bound by the new rules.
4 Release of documents
The proposed rules do not require the owner of a facility to
make public all documents which
would pertain to contamination,and
exposures accidental as well as nonaccidental, which occurred during
the operation of a plant.
4 Integration of risks
The rules do not integrate risks
from past operations or waste disposal with risks from residual
contamination.

Community finds
The proposed rules do not require funds to be made available
to communities to monitor residual
radioactivity make the findings
known to the public.
Compliance with drinking
water standards
The proposed rules do not require strict compliance with the
EPA's "National Priman, Drinkpan
ing Water Standards" (40
141). Compliance with these standuds would require the maximum
levels of contamination for radionuclides in ground and surface
water to be the same as those for

Dr. Polly C. Wonk still
travelling in France
Dr. Wonk is having such a grand old time in 18th century
France interviewing philosopher J.J. that she has decided to stay
for another issue. Her report will appear in your next SDA.
Dr. Wonk is IEER's esteemed consultant who regularly writes
a column of advice to Washington officialdom. She welcomes
short letters from those in the government concerned with nuclearweapons related issues. Letters should discuss good, bad, or
ugly aspects of current policy and what ought to be done to
improve the latter two. Dr. Wonk may publish some of these
letters. She lese~esthe right to abbreviaie them.
Radiatlon, from page 8

evidence of the dangers of radiation, persisted well into the twentieth century. Radio-iodine was also
discharged as a result of military
plutonium production and of atmospheric nuclear testing, increasing cancer and other risks to
exposed people.
Since the 1940s. the history of
radiation has been linked to both
nuclear power and nuclear weapons. Nuclear power, while generating electricity, also creates
radioactive waste. There is also a
finite probability of catastrophic
accidents, as demonstrated by the

Chernobyl accident. Nuclear reactors operate by splitting heavy
elements like uranium into lighter
elements and releasing energy in
the process (fission). Many of the
products of fission are highly radioactive. Nuclear weapons testing has released a large amount of
radioactive material into the air,
water, and land. The nuclear weapons industry has also created radioactive wastes. There is as yet
no generally accepted method of
disposing of long-lived highly
radioactive wastes.

CFR

Answers to the Last
Atomic Puzzler
(VOI.4.

NO.

2)

DOWN
I . supercritical

8. zeroyield
9. radionuclide
11. laser fusion

10. TNT

II
BeamanArchive; Department of
ksgy; J e a m Lewger;Pence
m,National Archives; Office
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Once again, it's the Atomic Puzzler-Crossword Edition. Yes, that's right! It's time to challenge
your word power and give your arithmetic abilities a calculated rest. Look at the clues and fill in the
blocks with the appropriate words. All words are described somewhere in this issue of the newsletter.
The fust clue has been filled in for you. And remember, you could win $25!!

.:

ACROSS
2. The total worldwide

: plutonium production
by 1994 was estimated
:. to be in the amount of
metric tons.
: 4. His'X-ray'' studies were
actually of the natural ra: dioactivity of uranium
(last name only).
: 6. The joining together of
two or more nuclei re: sulting in the release of

.

energy.

8. He discovered X-rays in
1895while studying electrons (last name only).
9. The splitting of a
nucleus, which results in
a release of energy.
10. The top secret program
to develop the first
atomic weapon.

11. Director of the program 3. The only scientist to
referred to in clue #lo
quit the U.S. atomic
(first and last name).
bomb project when it
12. Electromagnetic waves,
became clear Germany
would not develop an
released during radioactive decay, that can ionatomic weapon (fmt and
ize atoms and split
last name).
chemical bonds.
5. The scientific director of
Los Alamos Laboratory
DOWN
during the first U.S.
1. The section of the Nonatomic bomb project
Proliferation Treaty that
(fust and last name).
requires progress towards 7. The number of declared
disarmament.
nuclear weapon states.

.1
:
:

..
:
:
:

.

The Atomic Puzzler is a regular Science for Democratic Action feature. We offer 25 prizes of $10 to
people-who send in solutions to all parts of the puzzle, right or wrong. There is one $25 prize for a correct
entry. Fill in the puzzle and submit the answer (either a photocopy of the solved puzzle or the answers written
out) to Tessie Topol, IEER, 6935 Laurel Avenue, Takoma Park, MD 20912. If more than 25 people enter
and there is more than one correct entry, the winners will be chosen at random. The deadline for submission
of entries is September 20, 1995.
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The Institute for Energy and Environmental Research (IEER) provides the public and policy-makers
with thoughtful, clear, and sound
scientific and technical studies on
a wide range of issues. IEER's aim
is to bring scientific excellence to
public policy issues to promote the
democratization of science and a
healthier environment.

The Institute for Energy and
Environmental Research
6935 Laurel Avenue
Takoma Park, MD 20912
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